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“The Storyteller LuAnn Adams is a bit of an alchemist herself, turning an ordinary 

room into a fantastical landscape as she relates her vivid tales.”  

 - New York Times 
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“All things share the same breath – the beast, the tree, the man.  The air shares its spirit 
with all the life it supports.”   - Chief Seattle 
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Why the Sky is Far Away  
Notes from the Storyteller 
 
 “Treat the earth well.  It was not given to you by your parents.   
It was loaned to you by your children.”  - Native American Proverb 

* 

Why the Sky is Far Away & other Stories to Celebrate the Earth contains the wisdom that 
countless generations discovered by living close to the earth.  They had to take care of the soil, the water, 
the plants and live in harmony with their animal neighbors.  As the stories show, the people eventually 
learned that the harm they caused the environment would one day affect their own lives. One common 
theme that runs through the stories is the belief that we are part of nature and that the community of 
people and the natural world depends upon a mutual, respectful relationship.  The wisdom that these 
tales share is both the lessons learned by generations long ago and a lifeline to the beautiful healthy 
Earth we want the children of our planet to enjoy for many generations to come.    LuAnn 

 

 

Why the Sky is Far Away  
Vocabulary 

 

The Storyteller – In the early days, the keeper of history, culture & tradition. Storytellers were bearers of 
news, the keepers of culture, the historians & the entertainers.  Traveling storytellers went from village to 
village with tales, songs anecdotes fables & news. They often created stories to teach important lessons. 
Stories – Stories are the way that indigenous infomation, traditions & cultural values are passed on from 
generation to generation.  Long ago, stories were often used to teach specific customs or ways of 
behavior that need to be reinforced or taught.  Stories were also created & told as a way of explaining 
natural phenomena. 
Folktale – A story, often with a known cultural origin, but whose authorship is not known. Folktales are 
stories that have traditionally been told, not written down, but passed from generation to generation, 
orally. 
Porquoi tale – The How & Why Tales – Stories with a clear explanation of how some phenomena of 
nature was created or ame to be.  The stories often have a distinct Beginning, Middle & End & have a 
lesson or marl reason to be learned from the telling.  Often, the Middle of the tale involves a ‘magical’ 
cause & effect that transforms/create the result that is stated in the title of the story. 
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Why the Sky is Far Away 
Before/After the Performance 
 
Read & Discuss: The Old Ladies Who Liked Cats by Carol Greene 
 
Old ladies aren’t the only people who like cats!  I bet every child in your classroom has begged for a kitten 
at one time.  Cats are carnivores which were domesticated by the Egyptians to keep rodents at bay.  The 
rats ate the grain that the Egyptians harvested.  Cats were so respected that when they died, they were 
often mummified.   
Since the studies of Charles Darwin, scientists have had a greater understanding of food chains.   
In the story there are actually 2 possible food chains: 
#1:  ----clover ---cows(milk)---sailors 
#2: -----clover –bees—mice---cats---old ladies 
Materials:  Pictures and/or costumes for each food chain group 
Activity:    Have students draw a picture or get a costume for the role they will play in the food chain.  
Divide your class into groups to represent all links of the food chains.  Have each group ‘remove its link’ 
and then explain (or act out) what happens! 
 
****************************************************************************************************************************************************** 

 

The Stories 
 
Why the Sky is Far Away                                                                                                   Nigerian Folktale 
How the Children Got the Sun Up in the Sky                                                  Bushman/Kohsian Folktale 
The Big Carrot                                                                                              Adapted from Russian Folktale 
How the Parrot Got Beautiful Colors on Her Wings                                                           Indian Folktale 
My Twelve Days of Diving                                                                                                 by LuAnn Adams 
 
 

About the Stories 
 
Why the Sky is Far Away    A long time ago people could eat the sky, it was close and delicious. 
However, wastefulness and greed made the sky God reconsider his gift. 
 
How the Children Got the Sun Up in the Sky    Long ago there was no light and the people lived in 
darkness.  When the boy with light under his arms was born, the people rejoiced! 
 
The Big Carrot    Based on the Russian folktale The Turnip, I adapted this story to make it about my 
family to celebrate farming, a giant vegetable, and teamwork. 
 
How the Parrot Got Beautiful Colors on Her Wings    A little bird’s compassion and courage inspire a 
god to save a burning forest and the desperate animals trapped in it.  
 
My Twelve Days of Diving    A little girl and her Dad take a special trip exploring and diving in the ocean!  
 
    *************************************************************************************************************************************************** 

 

Some things to Try in Your Classroom!  
 
Why the Sky is Far Away 
Discuss with your students the meaning of this statement: “The lives of future generations depend on 
people’s use of natural resources today.” 
Activity:  Have your students write a letter from the point of view of someone living in the future, thanking 
this generation for conserving natural resources. 
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In the letter students should describe: 
1. The types of things that the persons in the future get to do, because all natural resources are 

available. 
2. Describe specifically on what actions their generation took to make sure that the people in the 

future have plenty of natural resources for their lives. 

Discussion questions from the story:  What is the chronological order of events in the story?  What was the cause 
and effect in this story?  What is the meaning of this story? 
 

How the Children Got the Sun up in the Sky     
How did the world change when the Sunman was born? Draw a picture and describe the world before and after the 
Sunman was born. Create a another story about how children helped the Stars and the Moon Got to be in the sky. 
 

The Big Carrot    Read the Russian Folktale “The Turnip”.  How is alike and different from the Russian Folktale? 

Write a story about a big vegetable that all your family members try to pull out. Add a body gesture that each person 
does and draw pictures of how all the people in your family are working together.  
 

How the Parrot Got Beautiful Colors on Her Wings    Why do you think the Parrot had so many friends in 

the forest?  What did she do when the fire started? Why do you think the Great God who turned himself into an 
Eagle, started to cry?  What does being brave, mean to you? Have you ever done something courageous that helped 
someone else? Has anyone down something courageous that helped you? Write and illustrate your experiences. 
 

My Twelve Days of Diving    Have you ever gone on an adventure where you learned about something new about 
the world, the environment or animals that you didn’t know?  Illustrate all the sea animals that the girl saw in her 
dream.  Why is it important to protect the animals that live in the ocean?  

 
*********************************************************************************************************************************************** 

 

Story Sources & Bibliography 
 

”Why the Sky is Far Away”    Picture Book by Mary-Joan Gerson. 
“The Little Old Ladies Who Loved Cats”    by Carol Greene 
“The Carrot”     is adapted from the Russian Folktale “The Turnip”.  Many versions of this tale exist  
“The Sunman”    “Joining In: An Anthology of Audience Participatory Stories “ -by T. Miller. 
“The Secret Garden”   “Barefoot Book of Earth Tales”, pgs. 58-66. –by D. Casey & A. Wilson 
“Brer Tiger & the Big Wind”    Picture Book by William J. Faulkner.   
“Why the Sky…” & “Brer Rabbit …” are on L.Adams’ “Tipingee, Brer Rabbit & the Mouse that Barked” 
CD 
“How the Parrot….”   Is on L. Adams’ “Jaws, Paws & Claws- Animal Wisdom Tales” CD 
“Wangari’s Trees of Peace”    Picture Book by Jeanette Winter 
“Earth Care: World Folktales To Talk About”    Margaret Read MacDonald 
“Keepers of the Earth”    by Michael J. Caduto & Joseph Bruchac 
“The Lorax”    by Dr. Seuss 
“Kid Heroes of the Environment”   by Catherine Dee 
“50 Simple Things That Kids Can Do To Save The Earth”    The Earthworks Group 
  

 Helpful Websites  
“All About Earth Day”  http://earthday.wilderness.org/history 
“All in this Together”   Earth Day Activities by Nancy Schimmel:www.sisterschoice.com/activitylists.html 
 
***************************************************************************************************************************************************** 

 

Closing Story:   “Who Owns This Land?” 

 “Two neighbors feuded for a long time over a plot of land.  They finally took their bitter disagreement to 
the rabbi, for arbitration.  After their mutually contradictory claims were stated, restated, deflated and 
negated, the rabbi said, “I have heard your claims on the land.  I have not yet heard the land speak.  
Please be quiet now, while I listen to testimony of this witness. “  Bending low to the earth, the rabbi 
remained silent for awhile, then straightened his old back and said, “The land tells me it belongs to neither 
of you.. You she says, belong to her.“    - from “Spinning Tales, Weaving Hope”  -edited by Ed Brody 

http://earthday.wilderness.org/history
http://www.sisterschoice.com/activitylists.html
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Multicultural Storytelling Activities Across the Curriculum 

 
In today’s classrooms, multiculturalism is important.   But how can teachers add this to their lessons and 
still have time for academic basics?   One way is by integrating folk and fairy tales from around the world 

into your curriculum.  
 

How to start: 
Choose your folktale.  (Find one that gives you goosebumps when you read it!) 
After sharing your tale with your class apply the K-W-L method of investigation. 

• What do they already KNOW about the folktale’s country/culture? 

• What do they WANT to know? 

• What have we LEARNED about the country/culture through the tale & these questions? 
 

Across the Curriculum Ideas: 
Language Arts    -    Have the students rewrite the story’s ending, act it out or write an original tale 
inspired by the story. 
Social Studies   -   Find out how the Native people lived.  Explore their civilizations, past and present.  
Discover, find current events happening in the country. 
Geography    -    Locate your story’s country on a map.  Explore the terrain & climate. 
Foreign Language   -   Explore the language.   Ask a native speaker to visit. 
Science   -    Examine the country’s native wildlife. 
Art  -   Examine the country’s native arts & crafts.  Create art similar or inspired by it! 
Physical Ed    -   Learn a dance from the country.   

 
Folktale with Teaching Activities:   

“Who is in Rabbit’s House” by Verna Aardema   and/or “The Tricky Caterpillar” from  
“The Tricky Caterpillar & other Tales” audio CD by LuAnn Adams 

Language Arts:  Learn about African onomatopoeias: act out the story. 
Social Studies:  Make a model of a typical house of the Masai tribe. 
Geography:  Locate Africa & Kenya on a globe.  Discuss climate & terrain. 
Foreign Language (& Math):  Invite a Swahili speaker to your class.  Learn 1-10! 
Science:  Research the animals that are native to Kenya. 
Art:  Make African animal masks. 
Music:  Find traditional instruments.  Play a CD of African or Kenyan music. 
Culture & Cuisine:  Explore traditions & customs.  Make an African stew! 
 

******************************************************************************************************************************************** 

 

How to Tell a Story 
                   I think one of the most import ant tenets of storytelling is to really love the story that you are 
sharing.  If the story comes from your heart, then it tells itself through you, in a natural expression of 
sharing.  It is very important to practice in order to understand the characters, the plot of your story, and 
‘the flow’ of the piece.  Then, carefully choose your audience.   Storytelling is a joyous art, and if you 
enjoy yourself, your audience will, too!  Each time you tell a story, you have the opportunity to better 
understand how you can respond to your listeners and shape your story.  You can work on your timing by 
cutting or lengthening specific moments, holding for laughs, and more!  If your material is from a written 
text, don’t be afraid to have the text handy when you are practicing or even when you are performing.  
Storytellers find their own version of the text that they are telling.  It is the ‘voice’ inside that shapes the 
tale into a unique expression of the teller.  As you practice and become more comfortable with your 
stories, they will tell themselves, through you!   -L. Adams 
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Helpful Books for Learning & Honing Storytelling Skills for Students & Teachers 
 
Barton, Bob & David Booth.  “Stories in the Classroom”.  Hinemann Educational Books,  1990. 
Gillard, Marni.  “Storyteacher: Discovering the Power of Storytelling for Teaching and Living”.  Stenhouse Publishers, 
1996. 
Hamilton, Martha & Mitch Weiss.  “Children Tell Stories.  A Teaching Guide” .  Owen Pub.,  1990. 
Hamilton, Martha & Mitch Weiss.  “Stories in My Pocket. Tales Kid Can Tell”.  Fulcrum Pub., 1996. 
MacDonald, Margaret Read.  “The Storyteller’s Start-Up Book”.  August House Pub., 1993. 
Mooney, Bill & David Holt.  “The Storyteller’s Guide”.  
(Storytellers share advice for the Classroom, Boardroom, Pulpit &Stage.)  August House Pub., 1996. 
************************************************************************************** 

“Tell me a fact and I learn.  Tell me a truth and I’ll believe. But, tell me a story and it will live in my heart 
forever.”   - Native American Proverb 

 

                                                                                                                                                                 

LuAnn Adams  
is an awarding-winning storyteller, recording artist, actor & author.  She tells stories for children & adults 
at schools, theaters, libraries, museums, zoos, aquariums, wildlife centers, festivals, hospitals & special-
needs learning centers across the United States—as well as in Vietnam, Cambodia & Egypt.  Each 
storytelling performance inspires young people to discover their courage, explore the healing power of 
dialogue for creating choices & embrace their hope-filled dreams for a peaceful world.  
 
LuAnn has received 23 touring grants from the Cincinnati Playhouse to create & perform in both the 
Marks & Shelterhouse Theaters, multicultural storytelling programs for children & families that she has 
also toured in schools, libraries & community centers  in the Ohio & Kentucky. Her animal storytelling 
programs have delighted visitors at national wildlife centers, zoos & aquariums New York & New Jersey 
for more than 15 years. LuAnn conducted storytelling master classes at Northwestern University in 
Chicago for five years. She has performed in Elementary & Middle Schools & for the Clark County 
School Librarians Association (CCSLA) annual meetings twice, in Las Vegas. LuAnn has created, 
performed & conducted storytelling residencies extensively in NYC & East Coast schools for more than 
25 years.  For the past 5 years she has performed Civil War stories for History Re-Enactment Festivals in 
Minnesota, sharing stories with more than 20,000 Middle & High School students. 
 
LuAnn created & performed “The Rabbit in the Moon & other Marvelous Tales of the Night Sky” at 
the Abrams Planetarium in East Lansing Michigan in March 2020.  This is her 2nd performance series for 
the Wharton Center, she performed “Jaws, Paws & Claws – Animal Wisdom Tales” at the Pasant 
Theater in January 2017. 
 
LuAnn is a member of the National Storytelling Network, New York Storytelling Center, Actor’s Equity 
Association & SAG-AFTRA.  She has a BA in Theater Arts & Child Psychology from Macalester College & 
an MFA in Acting from the Mason Gross School of the Arts at Rutgers University.  Her award-winning 
storytelling CDs may be found in schools, libraries & homes all over the world. LuAnn recently added 9 
Pre-recorded Performances that are now available for booking on her website. 

 
 "The storyteller LuAnn Adams is a bit of an alchemist herself, turning an ordinary room into a 

fantastical landscape as she relates her vivid tales."  
- New York Times 

 
Watch LuAnn's Storytelling:   

www.luannadamsstoryteller.com  
Tales21st@aol.com     

      LuAnn’s CDs & individual tales are available for download & purchase on Amazon.com: 

http://www.luannadamsstoryteller.com/
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"Jaws, Paws & Claws - Animal Wisdom Tales"                                                                                               
Won:   The National Parenting Publications (NAPPA) Gold Award 

“Tipingee, Brer Rabbit & The Mouse That Barked”                                                                                   
Won:   The National Parenting Publications (NAPPA) Gold Award                                  

"The Tricky Caterpillar & other Tales”                                                                                                               
Won:The Parents' Choice Silver Honors Award  & The National Parenting Publications (NAPPA) 

Honors Award 

"Brave Little Red & other Tales"                                                                                                                            
Won:   The Parents' Choice Recommended Seal & The National Parenting Publications (NAPPA) 

Gold Award 

"These excellent collections of well-told tales deserve a place in every library with an audio 
storytelling collection."    - School Library Journal 
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